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I was quite fond of the Audio Pro Addon T10 when I considered it earlier in the year, so it was with a certain excitement that I approached the smaller, battery-powered Addon T3. It doesn't look significantly different from its larger sibling, maintaining a similar speaker arrangement that gives
it a slightly aghast anthropomorphic look, but it lacks the IR receiver that made the T10 look like it had an extra beauty brand. Like the T10, the T3 comes in various colour finishes, including green, white, black and orange, and all models include a useful leather handle on top. Since it's the
built-in battery, the handle makes more sense than on the heavier, mesh-powered T10, as you're more likely to move it around. Not for you? Check out our best Bluetooth speakersIt's still not something you want to throw in a backpack to take on the road, though, as the T3 weighs a hefty
2kg. But as a speaker you can move freely around the house or take down the end of the garden, it is a comfortable weight. Measuring 215x135x115mm, it's not too big, either. The sturdy chassis gives it a reassuring, premium feel that helps with its heavy, confident acoustic delivery. It is
very well finished with neatly rounded corners and edges, and there are two short feet on the front that angle the front of the speaker upwards, giving it some clearance to help spread the sound. On top of the speaker you will find a number of control buttons that are finished in an attractive
metallic rose gold. It can do with fewer buttons in my opinion, as there is not only a dedicated button to pair the speaker with the phone, but there are also separate buttons to switch to Bluetooth and the speaker's help connection. The latter two can be easily combined into one button, for
example, and the pairing button seems excessive when so many other Bluetooth speakers can enter pairing mode by holding down the Bluetooth button. What's a little dissatisfied is that even with all these buttons there are no media playback controls, so you can't pause or skip tracks on
your Bluetooth-connected device. Check niggles aside, it has a convenient USB port on the back of the speaker that you can use to charge your smartphone. However, it only comes on 5V/1A, so it won't charge it particularly quickly and you can't use it to play tracks of a USB stick either,
which is a shame. I guess you can use it to power a Chromecast Audio nicely, so you can cast your songs to the speaker without an additional power adapter. Inside, the T3 has a Digital Class D amplifier that delivers 2x5W to the two, 2.75in textile dome tweeters and 15W to 3.5in woofer.
A bass refl export is available on the back of the chassis, and the speaker has a frequency range of 60-20,000 Hz. T3 delivers a sound that is safe and powerful for a speaker of this size and price. However, it is not the most detailed speaker out there, as the low frequencies no doubt a little
boomy on certain tracks. I noticed it on First Aid Kit's 'My Silver Lining' where some of the violins were a little lost, but otherwise there wasn't much to complain about considering the speaker's price. The sound quality has a pretty warm sound to it, which some people might find preferable,
but I prefer a slightly more transparent sound. Yet there is certainly much to like about T3's sound signature, and the well-weighted enclosure keeps what might otherwise have been some rather unruly bass in check without reverberations. There is also no suggestion. Battery life is rated at
an excellent 30 hours on medium volume, or 12 hours of music blaring at full volume, so it should have more than enough service life to get you through a party or grill. The speaker is not waterproof in any way, so take it indoors if your next garden party is a washout. Overall, there is much
to like about the Addon T3. It has the same charming design heritage of the equally impressive T10, and the inclusion of a battery makes it more versatile than the T10. Similarly, the sound quality is more than respectable for the price, and the battery life is excellent. Altogether, it's a
premium all-round Bluetooth speaker, and it wins a recommended award. Audio Pro Addon T3 (White) is rated 4.9 out of 5 out of 150. 9113 Audio Pro Addon T3 (White) 99.95 999.9500 GBP OutOfStock / Headphones &amp; Portable audio/wireless streaming and
Multiroom/Bluetooth/Wireless speakers/promotions/payday offers/Promotions/Winter Portables/Promotions/Spring Portables/Promotions/Summer 2 Headphones &amp; Portable Audio Deals/Clearance Bargains/In Store/Milton Keynes A stylish wireless speaker that ignores gimmicks and
focuses on delivering the best sound for your money. I don't have a What Hi-Fi Award Winner 2017Bluetooth 4. &lt;big&gt;&lt;b&gt;A stylish wireless speaker that ignores gimmicks and focuses on delivering the best value-possible sound.&lt;/b&gt;&lt;/big&gt;&lt;span style=font-weight:
bold;&gt;What Hi-Fi Award Winner 2017&lt;br&gt;&lt;br&gt;Bluetooth 4.0 for quality music streaming&lt;/span&gt;&lt;br&gt;With Bluetooth 4.0, Addon T3 offers quality music streaming. Compatible with a wide range of Bluetooth devices such as smartphones, tablets, laptops and PCs, Addon
T3 is the ideal way to free up stored music. It's also the perfect way to listen to streaming music services like Spotify and Apple Music, using your existing smartphone or tablet as your source. For all other sources, the Addon T3 has a 3.5mm AUX input.&lt;br&gt;&lt;br&gt;&lt;b&gt;Advanced
speaker technology&lt;/b&gt;&lt;br&gt;Winner of the What Hi-Fi 2015 Wireless Speaker Product of the Year award, addon T3 has the best sound quality of the award. Twin treble devices combined with a dedicated woofer provide strong punchy bass and natural-sounding vocals. Audio Pro's
advanced audio audio and acoustic experience gives a speaker a great sound from a small box.&lt;br&gt;&lt;br&gt;&lt;b&gt;Punchy sound&lt;/b&gt;&lt;br&gt;For the ultimate speaker control, every drive unit is powered by a dedicated digital amplifier. With 15 watts for the bass unit and 5
watts for each treble, is a total power of 25 watts available to provide generous, room-filling audio.&lt;br&gt;&lt;br&gt;&lt;b&gt;Class-leading battery life&lt;/b&gt;&lt;br&gt;Addon T3 offers a class-leading battery life of up to 30 hours (at half a volume) and is easily able to provide an entire
day's music. At full volume it still offers 12 hour games! Even better, the built-in USB interface allows you to charge your smartphone - making the Addon T3 perfect for festivals and camping trips.&lt;br&gt;&lt;br&gt;Get hold of an award-winning portable speaker, with the best sound in its
category; på Addon T3.&lt;br&gt;&lt;br&gt;&lt;span style=font-size: 12.132px;&gt;Les om &lt;/span&gt; &lt;a href= target=_blank style=font-size: 12.132px;&gt;Audio Pro Addon T3 på rikere lyder blogg&lt;/a&gt;&lt;br&gt; Audio Pro AUDIO-PRO-T3-WHITE add-to-cart lav-lager
manufacturer_model:ADDON T3 product_status:Bin End purchaseonlinestatus:WS price_rrp:199.0000 web_were_price_1 129.9500 web_were_price_1_date:2020-11-20 00:00:00 Bærbar Bluetooth Høyttaler ADDON T3 199.00 00 Bin Slutten WS 129.9500 2020-11-20 00:00:00 Hvit Audio
Pro Docking Bluetooth 2 3,5 mm x 1 Opptil 30 timer Ja 215 x 135 x 115 60 - 20 000 Nei 25 watt Nei 2 Ja - For lading eksterne enheter Audio Pro Addon T3 Portable ... Audio Pro Addon T3 Portable ... Audio Pro Addon T3 Portable ... It's a strange familiar feeling when you hold down the
pairing button on the Audio Pro Addon T3+ - as if we're a teacher who's been at the same school for so long that our classroom is now filled with the offspring of the kids we learned many moons ago. We remember hearing the first stack of Audio Pro wireless speakers as if yesterday were
wondering about the brand's consistency when it made the step to multi-room without losing any of what made these speakers so contagiously endearing. Proof of how well designed the series has been lies in the fact that it has picked up what Hi-Fi? Prices for the last six years. In 2020, it
won the award for best budget multi-room system in addition to separate wireless speaker gongs for Addon C10 and Addon C3, the latter of which is the wi-fi enabled counterpart to the Addon T3+ we have here. Build and Features(Image Credit: Audio Pro)The original Addon T3 was
named our wireless speaker Product of the year three years running from release to 2017, is eventually taken over only by its more feature-laden stablemates. Audio Pro Addon T3 + technical specifications (Image credit: Audio Pro) Battery life 30 hours (50 percent vol), 12 hours (100
percent vol)Bluetooth version 4.0 Inputs Aux i, 3.5 mmFrequency range 60 Hz to 20 Dimensions (hwd) 11.5 x 21.5 x 13.5 cmAudio Pro admits that the original plan was to end it and press on with only multi-room products from this year, but found the demand for Bluetooth-only speakers was
still high and so an opportunity to improve on one of its flagship products. Audio Pro CCO Jens Henriksen claims the product name was chosen to indicate the same winning concept as before, only better. The original has undergone some tweaks, rather than wholesale change: it keeps its
pair of 2cm treble-high folk book, shared by a 9cm woofer, as well as its famous boombox-style chassis, but carries a redesigned reflective port on the back for optimized bass response. Audio Pro has also retuned the DSP settings, which it claims have improved its sonic rating, but
managed to keep 30-hour battery life (at half volume; 12 hours of full volume) which has turned this robust speaker into an outdoor party favorite. There is also a new, unpainted finish called 'RAW' (above) that chimes with the company's environmental interests and provides an alternative to
the painted finish (in black or grey) of our review sample. However, it is the sonic retuning that most concerns us. While it's a high-risk strategy, it could also have high rewards if it ensures another half-decade of wireless speaker dominance. Audio (Image Credit: Audio Pro)If you have
listened to one of Audio Pro's Addon speakers before, the new signature should still be recognizable. Thanks to the physical design of the speakers, Audio Pro has always managed to give a lot of body to the sound, and that is still the case. The slightly altered reflation is still doing a job
supporting the tight low-end provided by Addon T3+ its woofer, and the riches of the tone are present right up through the register as the tweeter's high note. There's still the fascinating depth of performance too, with a dimension rarely heard in wireless speakers at this price point. Where
many competitors have to settle for almost an audio sheet, the Audio Pro is able to place instruments front and back with a sense of organization similar to more conventional speakers. It makes it much easier to appreciate not only the details offered here, but also the space in the mix that
helps the Addon T3+ avoid getting crowded or messy when heavier recordings are fed. Unfortunately, however, we hear an immediate difference in timing and dynamic range. Alongside the older Addon C3, it is clearly less engaging and expressive - still just as good if not better than most
competitors, just not at the level we've come to expect from Audio Pro. (Image credit: Audio Pro) It's not as if the Addon T3+ is struggling to keep up or convey emotions in the music, but no longer locks it into a track so safe or keep our attention so close. The case is made more difficult
when you consider that the Addon C3 is available for just a little more outlay - and for that you get wi-fi compatibility and, as it turns out, a more engaging performance. The only drawback is a battery life that lasts half as It is a compromise we would be willing to make in return for its
impeccable sound. VerdictThe new Addon T3+ is still a very nice option for those who are keen to have 12 hours of outdoor music at full volume, although it has fallen somewhat foul of Audio Pro's high-risk strategy. SCOREMORE: Read our guide to the best wireless speakersRead our
Audio Pro Addon C10 review Read our Audio Pro Addon C3 reviewRead our Audio Pro Addon T3 review
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